21st Annual **Free Film Festival**
on Woodstock Public Access TV Channel 23

**OCT 16 - FRIDAY**

8:30PM **Introduction**
w/ Shelli Lipton & Nathan Koening

8:37 **Panic Attack!**
Animation explores anxiety, obsession, and one person's slippery hold on reality.

8:40 **Yeah! Yeah! Yeah!**
Music satire on prejudice these days.

8:46 **R1514, The Waiting**
Overview of refugee camps near Tindouf, Algeria.

9:01 **Educate Girls**
Making education more accessible for girls in India.

9:07 **Human Applications**
Reflecting on the algorithmic patterns and architectures behind biological and artificial intelligence.

9:21 **Survive**
After a planetary cataclysm, a man struggles to survive.

9:33 **Walter Treppiedi**
Con artist keeps tricking people until challenged not to lie for 2 min.

9:49 **Phoney Sights**
Satirical critique of current social & political changes in Slovenia, Europe, and the world.

10:11 **Out Loud**
Doco Trans Chorus of Los Angeles makes history with talent extraordinaire. (53 min)

**OCT 23 - FRIDAY**

8:30PM **New Hampshire: Live Free and Fly**

8:34 **The Extractive Gaze**
Nuero-marketers learn to read customer's thoughts.

9:21PM **The Seahorse Trainer**
A lonely man's passion for training seahorses.

9:34 **Sing You A Brand New Song: The Words & Music Of Coleman Mellet**
Dizzy Gillespie's daughter & others complete music of jazz guitarist who died in an airplane crash.

10:26 **Digits of Pi**
Transcendental film inspired by Duchamp's "Anemic Cinema."

10:29 **Night & Day**
Marionette show tales the yarn of an uncle and nephew who never knew they were kin.

10:40 **Duet**
Youngster living with uncle thrives on passion for music. (1hr)

**OCT 30 - FRIDAY**

8:30PM **Chumbak**
Gal uses magnets from junk to fish coins from the sea.

8:49 **In the Same Direction**
Story of a jazz band and what jazz can be today.

9:06 **The One & Only Jewish Miss America**
The surprising story of Bess Myerson, talented beauty queen from the Bronx.

9:57 **WHALE PEOPLE: Protectors of the Sea**
A Native American tribe protects whales and water.

10:11 **Journey to the Moon's Navel**
Animation inspired by the Monarch butterflies journey through 3 countries.

10:35 **Uprooting Addiction: Healing From The Ground Up**
Six recovering addicts from varying walks of life. (1hr 5 min)
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